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GOVERNING AI



GOVERNING AI: A RACE TO ACT IN TIME

There could be less than 2-5 years to prepare for human-level AI (AGI)

Full details and discussion at aigs.ca/white-paper.pdf

https://aigs.ca/white-paper.pdf


    There is potential for serious, even 

catastrophic, harm, either deliberate or 

unintentional, stemming from the most 

significant capabilities of [...] AI models.

Bletchley Declaration signed by Canada along with 
27 countries and the EU

“

“

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ai-safety-summit-2023-the-bletchley-declaration/the-bletchley-declaration-by-countries-attending-the-ai-safety-summit-1-2-november-2023


    Mitigating the risk of extinction 

from AI should be a global priority 

Statement signed by over 350 leading AI experts 
including Dr. Yoshua Bengio and Dr. Geoffrey Hinton 

“ “

https://www.safe.ai/statement-on-ai-risk


A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR IMPACT

CANADA



CANADA: A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPACT

Canada is the birthplace of 

modern AI, currently top 5 in the 

world in terms of AI talent and 

research output.



CANADA: A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPACT

● Smaller, faster, and less risk to experimentation than US, EU

● Could pilot a national conversation on AI and invest $1B in AI 

alignment research & safety auditing

● Could develop the first national plan of action on AGI

WELL-POSITIONED TO LEAD ON THE WORLD STAGE

A GOOD PLACE TO PIONEER DOMESTIC POLICY

● Collaborative middle power with presence at G7/OECD/GPAI

● Well-respected in AI ethics & technical standards communities

● Could host talks between AI powers, push AGI governance at UN



CANADA’S CATALYST FOR ACTION

AI GOVERNANCE & SAFETY CANADA



AI GOVERNANCE & SAFETY CANADA

Canada’s leading civil 

society organization on 

advanced AI

Bilingual, cross-partisan 

and with members from 

across the country

Registered Not-For-Profit 

with a public interest mission



MARIO GIBNEY

Co-founder and Director 
of Partnerships

KATHRIN GARDHOUSE

Policy Lead

WYATT TESSARI L’ALLIÉ

Founder and 
Executive Director

AIGS CANADA: THE TEAM & ADVISORS Click on the headshots to see the bios

DARREN MCKEE

Advisor

CÉLINE CASTETS-RENARD

Advisor

NISARG SHAH

Advisor

https://aigs.ca/team/mario-gibney/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kathrin-gardhouse-988691175/
https://aigs.ca/team/wyatt-tessari/
https://aigs.ca/team/darren-mckee/
https://aigs.ca/team/nisarg-shah/
https://aigs.ca/team/celine-castets-renard/
https://aigs.ca/team/celine-castets-renard/


SARAH HAMEL

Toronto, ON

GEOFFREY WHITE

Chelsea, QC

GORDON VALA-WEBB

Kitchener, ON

AIGS CANADA: THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS Click on the headshots to see the bios

WYATT TESSARI L’ALLIÉ

Ottawa, ON

EVAN R. MURPHY

Vancouver, BC

DEEPY SUR

Brampton, ON

TIMOTHY YEUNG

Vancouver, BC

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarah-hamel-13bb1a21/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gordonvalawebb/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geoffreyabwhite/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geoffreyabwhite/
https://aigs.ca/team/wyatt-tessari/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/evanrmurphy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deepy-sur-msw-phd-rsw-010b3355/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deepy-sur-msw-phd-rsw-010b3355/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yeungtimothy/


OUR FIRST YEAR
2023



AIGS CANADA: KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

#1: Connected Canada’s AI safety community 

● Brought together >250 people across Canada in person and 

online

● Hosted & attended >100 events, giving talks to civil society, 

academic, political and foreign policy audiences

● Raised >$60,000 from over 50 individual Canadian donors



AIGS CANADA: KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

#2: Advanced the media conversation 

https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/ai-a-bigger-threat-to-humanity-than-climate-change-or-pandemics/article_54603a6c-6f66-5bd6-bdba-2ba9c05fa821.html
https://aigs.ca/news/230518-the-hamilton-spec-op-ed/


AIGS CANADA: KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

#3: Delivered a clear and actionable plan for Canada

https://aigs.ca/white-paper.pdf
https://gsia.ca/livre-blanc.pdf


AIGS CANADA: KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

#4: Provided Parliament with comprehensive 

recommendations for Bill C-27 AI & Data Act

https://aigs.ca/bill-c-27-written-submission.pdf
https://aigs.ca/bill-c-27-written-submission.pdf


AIGS CANADA: KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

#5: “Canada’s on us” - Gave MPs a clear explanation and moving call to action on AGI

Full bilingual hearing with Q&A available here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1xspg2oyGM&ab_channel=AIGSCanada%2FGSIACanada
https://parlvu.parl.gc.ca/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20240129/-1/40894


OUR MOONSHOT

Canada delivers the world’s 
first robust plan for AGI 
by end of 2024.



WHAT IS HOLDING CANADA BACK?
OPPORTUNITIES



WHAT IS HOLDING CANADA BACK? OPPORTUNITY 1

AIGS HAS THE EXPERTISE AND 
CONNECTIONS TO:

⟶ Work with national and global AI  
experts to regularly update our 
“Plan for Canada” white paper

⟶ Educate and lobby key 
stakeholders to take effective 
policy action

⟶ Engage the media and 
communicate the issues to the 
public as a not-for-profit

GENERAL LACK OF 
AWARENESS AND 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
ISSUES

AI risk is a new, complex issue poorly 
understood by many stakeholders:

• Government & politicians unable to 
take relevant action (e.g. delays and 
missed opportunities with Bill C-27)

• Media conversation missing the 
mark, and the general public not 
trusting experts from big tech 



WHAT IS HOLDING CANADA BACK? OPPORTUNITY 2

AIGS CAN FILL THE GAPS, 
KICKSTARTING CANADA’S 
RESPONSE

⟶ Commission ongoing polling for 
2024

⟶ Launch a media campaign to 
raise awareness

⟶ Pilot public consultations on AI to 
inform stakeholder action

GOVERNMENT PROCESSES 
ARE TOO SLOW FOR ACTION IN 
2024

Even if advocacy is effective, there will 
be gaps to fill before government 
actions are budgeted and launched:

• Public polling to inform stakeholder 
action and communications

• A national conversation on AI futures 
to explain the disruption, discuss 
preferences, and inform policy action



WHAT IS HOLDING CANADA BACK? OPPORTUNITY 3

AIGS IS OPEN AND 
COLLABORATIVE BY DESIGN

⟶ Well connected to both AI ethics 
and safety communities

⟶ Bilingual & cross-partisan, with a 
community of supporters across 
Canada

⟶ A civil society org that can 
engage protesters and provide 
constructive calls for action

⟶ Can harness partnerships to host 
the first Canada AGI Summit

THE AI ECOSYSTEM IS POORLY 
COORDINATED

• Infighting between AI ethics & safety 
crowds

• Lack of communication and 
coordination between English and 
French AI communities

• Public protests have begun but 
messaging and optics could do harm

• No organisation coordinating 
national action on AGI



KEY DELIVERABLES
2024 



2024: KEY DELIVERABLES

SHAPE AND ACCELERATE GOVERNMENT ACTION

⟶ Educate and lobby politicians and government to take effective domestic & global action
⟶ Deliver impactful testimony and recommendations for Bill C-27 and its regulations
⟶ Provide up to date policy recommendations, informed by world-leading 

AI governance experts

SUPPORT, CONNECT AND EXPAND THE CANADIAN AI GOVERNANCE 
ECOSYSTEM

⟶ Organise a Canada AGI Summit, to educate key stakeholders, facilitate coordination across 
sectors,  and have Canada lead the world with a robust plan of action for AGI

⟶ Commission public polling on AI to inform stakeholders and AIGS communication
⟶ Pilot a national conversation on AI media campaign and public discussions series to raise 

awareness of issues and gather feedback for stakeholder action



Runway:

MINIMUM IMPACT MEDIUM IMPACT MAXIMUM IMPACT

$100,000.00 $500,000.00 $5,000,000.00

6 months 1 year 2 years
Executive Director
Operations & Events Manager
+ key volunteers

Executive Director
Director of Communications
Operations Manager
Policy Director
Events and Volunteer Manager
+ key volunteers

Executive Director
+ Public Affairs manager
Operations Manager
+ Operations assistant
Policy Director
+ 3 Researchers
Director of communications
+ 2 (Marketing Mgr., Social Media)
Fundraising manager
Events/Volunteer Manager + 2 Regional leads
+ key volunteers

Educate politicians and 
government on implications of AI 
Deliver testimony to parliament 
and regulatory agencies
Curate policy recommendations 
Host local discussions on AI futures

Advocate for policy adoption of effective AI 
governance measures
Build an alliance with close stakeholders on 
shared federal policy goals
Develop tailored policy for Canada
Inform public conversation through regular 
media presence
Commission a poll to inform action
Host an “Impacts of human-level AI” event 
series to advance the conversation

Hire a professional public affairs firm to run a full-scale 
campaign for accelerated policy adoption
Build a broad alliance of stakeholders to maximise advocacy 
impact for shared federal and provincial policy goals
Commission Canada-specific policy from top institutions
Shape public conversation through coordinated media and 
communications campaign
Commission ongoing public polling to inform stakeholder 
action
Launch a National conversation on AI futures
Co-host a Canada AGI Summit and event series to advance 
the conversation and produce a national plan of action

Team:

Highlights:

2024: BUDGET



• The world may have less than 2-5 years to 
prepare for human-level AI. And existing AI 
could severely disrupt global elections in 2024.

• AIGS is the leading civil society organisation 
pushing for action on catastrophic risks and 
preparation for economic, social disruption

• Your support is essential for AIGS to catalyse 
government action on AGI and to lead a 
constructive national conversation

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY 
FOR IMPACT ON THE 
DEFINING ISSUE OF OUR TIME

aigs.ca
contact@aigs.ca

. WILL YOU . 
   JOIN US? .

Donate now, or 
connect AIGS to talent 

and opportunities.

For any questions, reach us at:

https://aigs.ca/
mailto:contact@aigs.ca
https://aigs.ca/donate/

